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0. INTRODUCTION 
By a polyhedral n-complex %’ we mean a finite closed cell complex of 
dimension FZ in euclidean space. More explicitly V is a finite family of sets 
(ceZEs> with the following properties. 
(i) Each cell Ci is the image of a convex polytope Pi under a piece- 
wise linear homeomorphism & . 
(ii) For every face I: of B, , y5,P is a ccl1 of %. Hence the facial 
structures of the polytopes Pi are carried over into %. 
(iii) ‘Z? is a complex, i.e., the intersection of any two cells is a cell. 
ere, and in the sequel, we shall assume that the empty cell @ belongs 
to every n-complex. 
(iv) dim .Pi z< II for all i, with equality for at least one i. 
For ~~~~l~city~ liorn now on, we shall restrict attention to complexes 
of this type, and for br omplexes. 111 the ~~~~~~~la~ 
case where each tji is a geometric cell complex. 
TWF csmplexes are said to be i.~~rn~r~~~~~c if there is a ~~~,“~~“~Q~~ coz~e- 
sponderrce b~~~ee~~ the cells of one and the cells ol the other which 
preserves ii~clusion.~ 
* Research supported in part by WationaI Science Foundation Grant GP~42450. 
1 For general information on complexes, see, for example, 11, 5, 8, 12, 131. For the 
special properties of complexes related to polytopes as well as information about 
poiytopes, see [3]. The definitions here follow those of [3] except that in [3] all com- 
plexes are geometric. 
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We suspect that many of our results are valid for more general types of 
complexes but the technical details seem to be formidable. 
We define set g = lJi 4iPi, and we say that $7 is simplicial if each Pi 
is a simplex. If we defme fj(V) to be the number of j-dimensional cells 
(j-cells) in %, then 
is called the&uectou of the n-complex %. Conventionally we putf-,(V) = 1. 
The numerical theory of complexes centres round the study of thef-vector, 
and many results in this direction are known. For example, the Euler 
characteristic 
is a topological invariant, that is to say, depends only on the (piecewise 
linear) homeomorphic type of set V, and not on V itself, If V is simplicial 
and set %? is a manifold, with or without boundary, then certain other 
linear expressions in thefi(V) are also topological invariants, see [9]. In 
the case of polytopes these lead to equations known as the Dehn- 
Sommerville equations, see [3] and (33) below. 
Rather less well-known are the numerical properties of complexes 
which depend on incidence numbers. These are quantities determined by 
incidence properties of pairs of cells of the complex. They will be formally 
defined in Section 2. It is the purpose of this paper to survey all known 
results in this area, to introduce some new invariants and identities, and 
to state problems and conjectures which seem to us to be of interest. 
The first section is devoted to the definitions and basic properties of 
incidence numbers. In particular we shall report on the fundamental work 
of Lee [7] and Wu [16, 171. In Section 2 we shall consider properties in 
the case when set V is a manifold or sphere. The last three sections are 
devoted to the case when set V is a sphere and the cells of %Y satisfy an 
additional condition, namely, % is either simplicial or simple (the dual 
concept). 
Several of our results depend on numerical data computed for certain 
special complexes (in particular, the boundary complexes of convex 
polytopes). For convenience this data is collected together and appears 
in the Appendix. 
1. DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES 
An n-complex .X is called a subdivision or refinement of an n-complex 
V if set Z = set %?, and each cell of V is a union of cells of X. Here we 
shall be concerned with refinements of V of a type known as elementary 
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or stellar subdivisions of 5?~ In the case of geometric complexes, stellar 
subdivision is defined in [2] and it is shown there how the (more familiar) 
process of barycentric subdivision can be expressed as a sequence of stellar 
subdivisions, (For simplicial complexes the corresponding facts have been 
known for a long time.) In particular, barycentric subdivision is a con- 
venient way to find a simplicial refinement of any geometric n-complex. 
As we are concerned here with a more general situation, these definitions 
have to be modified in the following way. 
Let C, be any cell of the n-complex %?:, say C, = $,,P,, where 4, is a 
piecewise linear homeomorphism and PO is a convex polytope. Let 
s = &t be any relatively interior point of C, and let %‘,, denote the family 
of all cells of V which contain C, . Then the stellar subdivision c(CO, S> 
is defined in the following situation. Each Ci E V, is of the form Ci = &Pi 
where Pi is an n,-fold pyramid for some n, > 0 whose base Bi is such that 
&Bi = C,, . Thus Pi = Bi v Ti where Ti is an (ni - I)-simplex. (The 
join Bg v r, is defined only if Bi and Ti lie in independent affine subspaces 
and is then the union of all line segments whose end points lie one in 
each of Bi and Ti .) Then u(C, ? s) W has the following cells: 
(i) Cells Ci of 99 which do not belong to V0 . 
(ii) Cells of the form #o(t v F) for each proper face F of P, . The 
set of these cells will be denoted by 9”. 
(iii) Cells of the form #i(($;“C*> v rj> for all C* E V*. 
It may be verified that this is an n-complex with set o(C, , s) 9? = set V. 
The ov&ler of the subdivision o(C$, , .s) is defined to be the dimension of the 
cell C0 , 
If (C, ,...? ,) is any sequence whose terms are all the cells of GF:, ordered 
in such a way that no cell precedes one of lower dimension, and si E int Gi 9 
then 
o(G 3 .%S *.O ff(C, , SJ g 
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to the boundary complexes of convex polytopes). Here the two concepts 
coincide, see [2]. 
In a spirit somewhat similar to that of the present paper Wall [15] 
investigated those stellar invariants of finite simplicial complexes which 
are linear combinations of the components of thef-vector. 
2. INCIDENCE NUMBERS 
Let Cj be any j-cell of an n-complex g. Then we write &(Cj) for the 
number of i-cells Ci of $7 such that Ci n CT = m, and ci(Cj) for the 
number of i-cells Ci such that Ci n Cj # ia. Put 
d&q = c di(Cj), 
c&q = .(y c,(cg, (2) 
where summation, in each case, is over all,j-cells 0 of V. We shall usually 
write dij, cij when the complex %? can be inferred from the context. 
The numbers dij , cij are known as the incidence numbers for %?, and clearly 
Cij = Cji 2 dij = dji , 
for all 0 < i, j < n. The vectors 
(do,, do, ,..., do,, 4, ,..., 4n ,..., 4wJ, 
(coo , co1 ,“‘, Con , Cl1 ,‘.., cm ,.--, Gm) 
are known as the d-vector and c-vector of ‘%‘, respectively. Clearly, for 
each i, j, 
and 
~~(0) + di(Cj) = @?), (3) 
c,(V + 4,W) = .UVW). 
We also define, for any complex 9, 
(4) 
x”(G?) = 2 (- l)i+j d&Q, 
x”(sq = -&y (- 1y+j Cij(%), 
id 
where summation here, and in the sequel, is over all nonnegative values 
of the subscripts. From (I), (4), (5), and (6) we obtain 
(7) 
Our first theorem shows that xd and xc are topological invariants. 
(8) THEOREM. If%Yl and 5~7~ are complexes such that set %‘l = set %T2, 
then x”(U,) = x”(%J and xc(%,) = x”(V.J. 
ProojI In the case of simplicial complexes this result was established 
for x* by Wu [17]. In the case of ~o~s~rn~~i~~a~ complexes we must show 
that every complex $9 has a simplicial refinement X such that x”(V) = 
~“(37). From the remarks concerning subdivisions made in Section 1 
we see that to do this it is sufficient to show that x”(U) = x”(o(C, s) %), 
where u(C, S) is a stellar subdivision. For simplicity of notation we shall 
consider only the case when the cells to be subdivided are rectilinear 
(convex polytopes). The general case then follows similarly using the 
appropriate piecewise hnear homeomorphisms +i . Consider therefore 
o(P,, , t), where PO is a polytope (cell) of 9. By the remarks made in 
Section 1 concerning the definition of stellar subdivision it is sufficient 
to consider only the case where the cells of V containing P, are pyramids 
with base PO . These cells may therefore be written 
{Po v T’ ,..., P,, v TA, 
or I’, v F where F is a simplicial subcomplex of V with cells (T, ,..., TV]. 
7 is called the link of P,, in 9, and is denoted by link (PO ; 59). Suppose 
that we have listed all ordered pairs (CL, C!j) of cells of %? for which 
ei n Cj =: O. Then we investigate how this list has to be modified to 
obtain the corresponding list of ordered pairs of cells for W = g‘(B, ) t) Q?, 
and the consequent alteration to the value of x”. Three cases need to be 
considered. 
(i) iif 0, Ci E v’ then neither Gi nor 0 contains P, , and there is 
nothing to do for the pair (C, 0) contributes (-l)i i j equally to ~“(‘6) 
and x”(V’). 
(ii) If (Cl, Cj) is not a pair of faces of (97’ then either Ci or Cj 
j contains P, , then 0 = PO Y T where T is a 
‘, CT=“) repia~ed by all pairs (Ci, t v F v T) where 
F TWX through all the faces of PO except P, itself A~~~y~~g Euler’s 
theorem to PO the total ~ol~t~~b~t~o~ to x”(w) of ah these pairs i 
seen to be (-B)i+j, that is to say> equal to the ~o~tr~b~tior~ of t 
(C, 0) to fp?). 
(iii) The above xeounls for all the pairs used in ~a~~~lat~~g ~“(59) 
but for x”(V) some other pairs of disjoint cells arise as follows. Let Ci 
be any cell of %Z me . Y, in a proper face F of P, (that is, @ f F f PO) 
and CL n .Y - .T’. e .d for the antistar of F in P, ) that is, the complex 
formed by all the faces of P, disjoint from F: Let 93 be the antistar of F’ 
in .F. Then we must consider all pairs (C, t v A v B) where A runs 
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through all cells of & (including the empty cell) and B runs through all 
the cells of %. The contribution of all these disjoint pairs to x”(V) is 
C (- l)i+dim(tvAvB)~ 
For each fixed B the absolute value of this sum is the extended Euler 
characteristic / x(d) - 1 I (the last term arising from @I>, which is always 
0 since set & is a topological disc. Hence the total contribution to x”(Y) 
from all pairs of this third type is 0. 
This completes the proof of the fact that xd is a topological invariant, 
and the corresponding result for xc follows from (7) and the fact that x is 
a topological invariant. The theorem is therefore proved. 
It is worth mentioning that, unlike x, neither xd nor xc is a homotopy 
invariant. For example, the homotopic l-complexes of Fig. 1 lead to the 
values x”(gJ = -6, ~~(93’~) = -8, x”(%?~) = 10, xc(%‘J = 12, x(%?J = 
x(%2) = -2. 
FIGURE 1 
By showing that xd is invariant under stellar subdivision (in a manner 
closely resembling that used in the proof of the above theorem) Lee [7] 
proved directly that xd is a stellar invariant-a rather weaker result than 
that of the theorem. However, his methods also yielded the following. 
(In fact, Lee formulated his results incorrectly; the following is a statement 
of what he actually proved, see [4, note (ii) on p. 721.) 
(9) THEOREM. Let olij be constants such that 
Fv> = c %,4,V) 
iA 
is a stellar invariant of all simplicial complexes % of dimension at most n. 
Then $“(%?) is a multiple of x”(V). 
This implies, of course, that x” is essentially the only topological 
invariant that can be expressed linearly in terms of the incidence 
numbers dij . 
In the case of the numbers cij we conjecture the following statement, 
which we are able to prove by ad hoc arguments in the cases n = 2, 3. 
(JO) Cmjecture. Let IE > I and pij he constants such that 
y!q?) = c ,p&$iY) 
i.i 
is a stellar invariant of at1 complexes ‘8 of dimension at most n. Then 
qP(V) is a multipIe of x”(g). 
The difference between the behaviour of the incidence numbers cij 
and C& is illustrated by the fact that (10) is not true if we restrict attention 
to sim~licia~ complexes only, For in this case the topological invariant 
x(‘&) can be expressed linearly in terms of the cij , 
This follows from the observation that since every i-simplex has i + I 
vertices 
qdq = (1 + Q#z:(q, (12) 
for i = 0, I,..., n. Since every l-complex is necessarily simplicial, we have 
excluded the case n = 1 from (10). Tn fact in this case the only relation 
between the jIij’s is PO,, - 4fl,, + 3/3,, = 0. Hence there exist two inde- 
pendent stellar invariants, for example 2x(%) = 2c,, - co1 and 
x”(V) = coo - C()l + Cl1 . 
We suggest that the following variation of (IO) for simplicial complexes 
may be true. 
(13) Cmjectuve. Every linear expression in the incidence numbers 
cij(%), which is a stellar invariant for simplicial complexes of dimension 
at most TZ, is a iinear combination of x”(%‘) as dehned in (6), and x(V) as 
defined in (11). 
y the above remark, this conjecture is true for n r 1. In fact it is also 
for YI -= 2 as we can see as follows. Because (13) is true for n = I, 
linear expression in the incidence n~~~bers ~~~($7) of a 2-complex %7 
e writt$~ in the form 
c&i?) -i- pxyq + yoacoa(~) -: yiac&q f- 9’a2”znjq, 
Hence, writing 6Cij for the jncreI~e~t in c~,;(@) which occurs wherr a single 
stdlar 5~bdi~~~sj~~~ 19 applied to C, we have 
'y&r; -I- y1‘$1e -i. -y&a% = 0. 
y taking a suitable set of stellar subdivisions we can obtain three hncarly 
vectors (SC,, i 8c,, i; 6~~~)~ (For example we may take the 
S~bdjVjSjQ~ sf or er 2 of the complex consisting of a single triangle and 
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its faces, and subdivisions of order 1 which convert X(3) and X(4) into 
X(4) and X(5) respectively. Here X(t) denotes the three-dimensional 
bipyramid whose base is a t-gon.) Thus yo3 = y12 = yzz = 0 and so (13) 
holds for IZ = 2 also. 
3. MANIFOLDS AND SPHERES 
This section is devoted to a discussion of invariants and identities 
involving the incidence numbers of an n-complex V which hold when set V 
is restricted to be a manifold without boundary, or a sphere. In these 
cases we refer to $7 as a cell n-manifold, or a cell n-sphere, respectively. 
(14) LEMMA. If Cj is any j-cell of the cell n-manifold 9, then 
j. (-1Y 4(Cj> = XC@) - (--lP, (15) 
go (-I)$ Ci(c?) = (-1)“. (16) 
Proof. Let 9 be the boundary of a piecewise linear neighbourhood 
of Cj in set V. Then because set %7 is a manifold, we may choose the 
neighbourhood so that 9 is an (n - 1)-sphere. Write ei(Cj) for the number 
of i-cells Ci of %? which meet Cj but are not contained in 0. Each such 
Ci meets Sj in an (i - l)-cell and these cells clearly form an (n - I)- 
complex Y with set 9 = 9. Further e,(C) =&(Y). Hence, writing 
%j for the complex consisting of all the faces of Cj, 
go (- l>l c,(c?> = go (- l>ijX@) + gl C-V ei(C9 
n-l 
= x(W) - c (-l)ifj(Y) 
i=O 
= xc@) - xcn 
= 1 - (1 + (-l)“-1) 
= (-1)“. 
This proves (16) and then (15) follows from (16) and (3). 
From the lemma and definitions (2) we obtain the following. 
multiplying (18) and (19) by (--l>j and summing, we obtain the 
following. 
(20) COROLLARY. Far each cell n-manifold %T”, 
x”(V = xcmxe3 - 1>>, (21) 
XV) = xw* (22) 
We note that x(U) =: 0 whenever n is odd. In the case n = 2 this 
corollary shows that x, x” and xc each have simple interpretations in 
terms of the numbers of handles and cross-caps in the manifold. No such 
geometrical interpretations of these topological invariants appear to be 
known for more general complexes. We remark that (16) and (21) have 
been independently obtained by Wadler [143. 
Now let us consider the problem of obtainmg a full set of topological 
invariants for a cell manifold that are expressible as linear functions of the 
incidence numbers. We begin by considering the dij . 
(23) Conjecture. The statement of Theorem (9) remains true if we 
substitute ‘“ceil ~~-rna~l~fold” in place of “sirn~~ic~al complex.” Thus (21) 
is the only identity linear in the dtj which holds for all cell ~-ll~anifolds. 
e have only een able to establish a partial result in this direction, 
namely that (23) holds for n %Z 3. This is a consequence of the following 
statement” 
(25) ~Q~ject~~~e. statement (24) holds without restriction on n. 
To prove (24) we need only exhibit su ientjy many affiinely inde- 
endent d-vectors to show that at most one affine (not necessarily 
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homogeneous linear) relation exists between them. It is of interest to 
note that in order to do this we need not consider cell n-spheres in general; 
it suffices to consider only polytopal complexes, that is, the boundary 
complexes of convex polytopes. 
For YI = 2 we consider the d-vectors of the boundary complexes of 
j-sided 3-pyramids and j-sided 3-bipyramids (,j = 3, 4, 5). The values 
of the dfj can be found in the Appendix, Table I. It is easy to check that 
these six vectors are affinely independent in the six-dimensional space of 
d-vectors. Hence there exists precisely one 5-flat (five-dimensional affine 
subspace) containing them, and hence there is essentially only one affine 
relation, namely xd = 2. 
For n = 3 we use the d-vectors of the boundary complexes of 4-pyramids 
over ,j-sided 3-pyramids and 3-prisms and of the 4-bipyramids over j-sided 
3-pyramids, 3-prisms and 3-antiprisms, for j = 3, 4, 5 (see Appendix, 
Table II). From these one can pick out ten affinely independent d-vectors 
in the ten-dimensional space of d-vectors. Hence, as before, there exists 
precisely one g-flat containing them leading to the essentially unique 
relation xd = 0. 
It seems possible that, given any value of n > 4, Conjecture (25) could 
be proved in a similar way. The difficulties are technical arising from the 
computation of the d-vectors of a sufficiently large number of polytopal 
complexes. 
For the c-vectors of cell n-manifolds a somewhat different situation 
arises. For, in addition to the invariant x”(V), we have two identities. 
(26) THEOREM. For every cell n-manifold the following identities hold. 
(1 + (-1)“) COO + f (-l)j cgj = 0, 
j=l 
(2 - (- 1)“) co1 + 2 -f (- l)j clj = 0. 
j=l 
(27) 
(28) 
These are a direct consequence of (19) and the relations co0 = f0 , 
co1 = 2f which hold in any complex (compare (12)). The conjecture 
corresponding to (23) is as follows. 
(29) Corzjectuve. Let pij be constants such that 
is a stellar invariant for all cell n-manifolds. Then $@) is a linear com- 
bination of xc and the left sides of (27) and (28). 
As in the case of (23) we have only been able to establish this for y1 = 2 
and IZ = 3. Because of the fact that the boundary complexes of polytopes 
QF the same dimension are stellar equivalent (see [a]), this is a consequence 
of the following. 
ll~l~~sf~r euery cell n-sphere %?, then this relation must be a linear combi- 
nation of xc = I. + (--l)"> (279 and (28). 
(31) Coqjecture. Statement (30) holds without restriction on n. 
As before, to prove (30), we need only polytopal complexes, and refer 
to the numerical data in the Appendix. 
For PI = 2 we consider the boundary complexes of t-sided 3-pyramids 
and 3-bipyramids for t = 3, 4 (see Appendix, Table I). These yield four 
affinely independent c-vectors. The unique 3-flat containing them is 
given by the three equations xc = 2, (27) and (28). We proceed similarly 
in the case IZ = 3 by selecting eight afhnely independent c-vectors from 
those of the boundary complexes of 4-pyramids and 4-bipyramids over 
t-sided 3-pyramids and 3-prisms for t L= 3, 4, 5 (see Table 11). 
4. SIMPLE SPHERES 
Let C” (k > 0) be a cell of an n-complex %‘, and consider the set 
“1~ Then these cells form a lattice with the relation of 
inclusion. The corn ex V is called simple if this lattice is isomorphic 
to the lattice of ce in the boundary complex of an (n - k)-simplex. 
Bn the case of a cell n-sphere we have the alternative, equivaler~t~ definition 
that a complex is simple if and only if its dual is simplicial. 
To calculate the incidence climbers c&9?) of a simple n-complex, we 
consider first all pairs (Cl 0) for which Ci n 0 is a given cell Ck. Because 
of the is~l~orp~srn I~e~tio~ed above, the number of such pairs is squab 
to the ~I~rn~e~ of isjhnt pairs (Fi--k-1, Fj-mk-l) of faces of the (n .- k)-. 
simplex T 
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Summing over all the cells CL of %? we obtain 
(32) 
and we notice that all the terms in the sum are zero for k > i. 
Equations (32) determine a linear transformation L from the (n + l)- 
dimensional space off-vectors into the (“;I)-dimensional space of c-vectors. 
If we consider the restriction to the terms c&O < i < n) then the matrix 
of coefficients is triangular and clearly nonsingular, from which we deduce 
that the rank of L is y1 + 1. 
Now the affine hull qSIL of the f-vectors of simple n-spheres is 
of dimension [$(n + l)], the equations of Sp” being given by the Dehn- 
Sommerville equations (see [3, 6, 9, IO] for the dual equations), 
(33) 
for k = l,..., ~1. Clearly the affine hull of the c-vectors is the image of 
djn under L, from which we deduce the following. 
(34) THEOREM. The aflne hull T’(n; s) of the c-vectors of all simple 
n-spheres has dimension [+(n + l)]. 
To determine this affine hull explicitly we can eliminate the A(%?) 
from (32) and (33) to obtain its equations. Alternatively we may find 
an affine basis for it by substituting in (32) an affine basis of @%. The 
equations of F(2; s) and F(3; s) are given in the Appendix, Part (v). 
In order to find affine relations between the incidence numbers dij 
for simple spheres we may proceed as follows. Equations (32) are of the 
form 
cii = C aidik , 
lc 
so that by (4), 
But the Dehn-Sommerville equations (33) are of the form 
so 
1 b+& = fib - C bjaij& , 
j j,k 
yielding, for each i, [$(n + l)] equations, that is, (n --I- I)[‘@ + I)] in 
all. These are not independent, but we believe that they define a(n; s), the 
afhne hull of the d-vectors of simple rz-spheres. 
(35) Corljectuw. dim 4(/z; s) = [342] - (--I)%. 
We know this 80 be true for 1 < 71 < 4 and the equations are given in 
5. S~MP~JC~AL SPHERES 
We already have relation (19) between the incidence numbers cij 
of n-spheres. In the simplicial case we also have the n + 1 equations 
(12). in order to derive additional equations we note the following facts. 
Let VI ,..., VfO be the vertices of the simplicial n-sphere Y* and let its 
edges be El ,..., E, . We shall use the notations SF-’ = link(Vi ; Pi) 
and Sa-” = link(& ; .Y”). An obvious counting of incidences yields, 
for-j = l,..., n, 
Cjl = 2 ,Jj-l(S~-‘)f~(S~-l) - 2 .f~_2(!.$-“). 
i=l i=l 
We also note for future use the relations 
(36) 
The last relation holds since each j-face P of Y” is counted in the sum 
precisely once for each of the Ci’) pairs consisting of an edge Til of E’j 
and the ‘“opposite” (j - 2)-face in Sl-‘, 
fo7” k == 0, l,..., &(rz - I)]. 
For k = 0, (40) is already among the e 
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Pp.ooJ: We first use (36), then the Dehn-Sommerville equations for 
simplicial n-spheres 
for -1 < k < 72 - 1 (see [3, 9, lo]) and finally (37) and (38). 
g--1Y(~ ,j) - C-1)" (; Ljk))cj, 
= ((-1)” - 1) (1) co1 + ‘2 (-lY+j (” ;+ :j,,i; l)fj. 
Taking the first term on the right over to the left we obtain (40) and thus 
complete the proof of Theorem (39). 
Eliminating the numbers fi from (12), (19), (40), and (41) we obtain 
a system of 2n independent equations among the incidence numbers cij . 
Hence the dimension of the affine hull I’(n; t) of the set of c-vectors of 
simplicial n-spheres is at most (!) + 1. 
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(42) Conjecfure. dim F(n; t) = (3 -t 1. 
The conjecture can be verified numerically in the cases n = 2, 3 using 
the data in the Appendix, Tables I and II. A set of 21% equations is given 
for the cases n y 2, 3, 4 in the Appendix, Part (v). 
In order to derive relations between the incidence numbers & of 
simplicial n-spheres we eliminate the numbers & from (18) and (41). 
This yields n equations of which [$(n -1~ 2)] are independent. In the 
Appendix, Part (v), these equations are given explicitly for the cases 
n -= 2, 3. They define a subspace, linear when n is odd and affine when n 
is even, containing A(n; t) (the afline hull of the d-vectors of simplicial 
n-spheres). We have calculated dim A(2; t) = 4, but have no conjecture 
about the value of A(n; t) for n > 2. 
It is worth noting that if in these equations we replace dij by cij through- 
out, we get further relations between the incidence numbers cij of 
simplicial n-spheres. These are not new-they are linear combinations of 
the relations obtained above. 
6. ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS AND CONJECTURES 
In Sections 4 and 5 we singled out for special consideration the com- 
plexes which are simple and simplicial spheres, since these two types have 
played an important part in the theory of convex polytopes. We remark 
that, for example, the methods used can be adapted without difficulty 
to cubical complexes, that is, complexes all of whose cells are piecewise 
linear images of cubes [3, Sect. 4.61 or to their duals. In order to do this 
it is only necessary to modify (32) by inserting, as coefftcients, the incidence 
numbers di,; of the (B -- k)-cube and using the equations of [3, Theorem 
9.4.11 or their duals in place of the eon-Som~nervi~le equations (33) 
and (41). Another example of a similar nature is provided by consideration 
of ~~simple ~-s~rn~~ic~a~ complexes [3, p. 561. In each case linear equations 
for the iI~cide~~e ~~~rnb~rs can be found, and it would be of some interest 
to dete~~~~~~ these ex~~i~~t~~. 
where b(i, k) = (k +- I)! S(i + 1, k + 1) = (k -j- I> F(i -- 1, k - I)> 
ere the 5'(nt m) denote -the Stisli~g numbers of the second kind 111, 
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p. 331 while F(r, k) is the number of /c-cells in the barycentric subdivision 
of an u-simplex [18]. Relations similar to (43) clearly exist for the incidence 
numbers c&3%?) and &@V), and also when, instead of barycentric 
subdivision, various types of stellar subdivision are applied to V. So far 
as we are aware, none of these has been calculated explicitly. In particular 
it would be of interest to determine whether the f-vectors, c-vectors and 
d-vectors of all complexes derived from a given complex %? by some speci- 
fied type of subdivision satisfy some linear identities whose coefficients 
are various functions of g. 
More significant perhaps would be an investigation into the properties of 
incidence numbers for more general types of complexes. If, in the definition 
given in Section 0 we delete condition (i) and modify the remaining con- 
ditions in an appropriate manner, then, in effect, our complexes become 
partially ordered sets satisfying conditions for a lattice. Incidence numbers 
can clearly be defined for such complexes and the properties of these 
numbers may turn out to be worth investigating. So far as we are aware, 
nothing is known and, in fact, the consideration of such general complexes 
seems to be a completely unexplored area. 
For manifolds the Euler equation (1) determines an c@ne hyper- 
plane which is linear if and only if the dimension n of the complex is odd. 
Similarly the Dehn-Sommerville equations (33) and (41) determine 
a [$(n + I)]-dimensional affine flat which is a linear subspace only if IZ 
is odd. It seems worth noting that the same property holds, in all the cases 
we have worked out explicitly, for the flats spanned by the incidence 
numbers. See, for example, (21), (22) and Part (v) of the Appendix. 
We conjecture that this result is generally true. One might hope for an 
explanation, in general terms, for this distinction between the even and 
odd dimensional cases. 
In the work described above, we have restricted ourselves to con- 
sideration of linear invariants and identities. Generalisations in two 
directions are possible, Beyond (7) nothing is known about quadratic and 
higher order relations, even in the simplest cases, nor have any inequalities 
between the incidence numbers been discovered. A first step in this 
direction would be provided by an answer to the following question. 
Do any inequalities between x, xc and xd hold for general n-complexes? 
Our definitions of incidence numbers depended upon the consideration 
of the incidence properties of ordered pairs of cells (Fi, Fj> in a given 
complex. Another generalisation would be to consider ordered triples, 
quadruples,. . ., etc., and to define “higher incidence numbers” in terms of 
incidences in some way. The number of possibilities is large, and any 
chosen procedure would have to be justified post hoc by the results 
it yielded. Wu [17] defined, for any complex 9, the incidence number 
d&%‘) to be the number of ordered triples (F’, .Fj, 1;“) for which 
F” n P n F” = ia. He then showed that, in his notation 
is a stellar invariant. More generally, he defined in an analogous manner 
XT,,(%) for p 3 2 and showed that this is also a stellar invariant. He 
established the identity 
where 4,” denotes the p-fold deleted product of a simplicial complex 9. 
No attempt seems to have been made to define the higher incidence 
numbers cijlc(%?) and it is unclear whether it would be more appropriate 
to count triples of cells whose intersection is nonempty, or to count 
those for which each pair of cells has nonempty intersection. Whichever 
definition of these, or higher, incidence numbers is adopted, it seems 
likely that equalities relating them to the Euler characteristic (analogous 
to the relations of Corollary (20)) exist. 
It seems reasonable to suppose that a knowledge of the higher incidence 
numbers of a complex %‘, if suitably defined, would determine %? uniquely. 
However, we know of no case where this occurs. For example let us 
define Q,...~,(%?) to be the number of ordered k-tuples (PI,..., Firs) of cells 
of V whose’intersection is nonempty. Then if %T is one-dimensional, the 
ith vertex having valency L+ i explicit calculation yields 
k--i j  
Hence a knowledge of all the c~,...~,(%) deter~~~~es only the sequence of 
valencies 11~ . The same situation occurs if, instead, we consider the 
d<l...,,c(%) as defined by Wu, see above. 
From the Appendix, Part (iii), it will be seen that the incidence numbers 
of cubes and cr~ss~~o~yto~es are related in a very simple manner. This 
is due to the f~~~owii~g facts: (i) For each face F’ of the cube (or of the cross 
polytope), the star of F is ~sornor~~~c to the antistar of P;; (ii) e cells of 
the star da face 83;’ of the cube and the cells of the star of the cor~es~o~d~ng 
face F* of the dual cross ~0lytQpe are in one-to-one ~ric~u~~~n-reversi~~ 
CQrresp~~ndence This raises the question as to whether there exist, in 
generate any identities connecting-the incidence numbers of a ~olyto~e 
and of its dual. We have not been able to find any such relations which 
are ~ontriv~a~~ 
‘The properties of ~n~~de~ce numbers seem to us to be very intesesting, 
in spite of the tec~~n~~a~ di carlties and the ad hoc satire of the rnet~od~ 
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that we have been able to apply. For this reason we make no apology for 
presenting a paper in which the open problems greatly outnumber the 
established results. We hope that our exposition will encourage others to 
extend our investigations in this area. 
APPENDIX 
Verification of the results described in this paper has entailed the cal- 
culation of incidence numbers for many complexes. For the benefit of 
future investigators in this field we reproduce here a summary of the 
numerical data. 
For an n-polytope P we write Ccj(P), d&P) for the incidence numbers 
of the boundary complex of P, and write c&s), d,,(P) for the incidence 
numbers of the n-complex consisting of P itself as well as its boundary. 
Either by definition, or convention, we have, for all i, j satisfying 
O<i,j,<n-1, 
c&P) = c&q, d,,(P) = t&(q), 
c&P) = f&(P) = d-,#) =fi(P), 
and 
C&(P) = c+(P) = L&(P) = d&P) = d&y = 0. 
Further, we put 
and 
c,,(P) = d&,-,(P) = d+,(q = L,,,(P) = 1, 
c-,,-,(P) = C-1,-l(P) = C-l,,(P) = c-,,,(P) = cm(P) 
= d-,,,(P) = d,,(P) = CL@) = 0, 
which are consistent with (4) and the values 
“L,(P) = f-,(P) = .fm = 1, fm = 0. 
(i) Free joins. If PI and P, are polytopes such that aff PI and aff P2 
are independent affine subspaces then conv(P, u Pz) is called the free join 
of PI and Pz and is denoted by PI 0 P2 . We have 
where Q = PI o Pz and summation is over all subscripts such that 
p+r==i-1, q+s=j-I. I n particular, for a pyramid T(B), by 
taking Pz as a single point and PI = B, the base of the pyramid, we obtain 
d&?(B)) = di,(B) + di,+@) + d&@. 
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From this and (4) we obtain the incidence numbers of the n-simplex T’” 
For ~2 L= 3, 4, numerical values are given in Tables I and TT. 
(ii j Direct ptxxkts. Let Q = PI @ P, denote the direct product of 
polytopes Y, and P, ) that is to say, the vector sum of PI and P2 situated 
so that aff P, and aff P, meet in a single point. Then 
cd&) = 2: C,,(Plj G@2j, 
where summation is over all subscripts such that p + I’ =- i and q + s = ,jO 
In particular, for the (n -+ T)-prism C(B) whose base is the n-polytope 
B, we have 
Cij(C(B)) = 2(Cf,j(B) + C,,j-l(B) + C+l,j(Bj) + Ci-l,+,(B). 
From this we can calculate the incidence numbers of the n-cube 0, 
namely, 
In particular, f,(P) = 2”7:) and hence the dii(Cn) can be calculated 
from (4). For n = 3 and 4, numerical values are given in Tables 1 and IT. 
(iii) Direct sums. If P, and P, are polytopes situated in such a way that 
aff P, and afTP, meet in a single point which is in the interior of Pi 
relative to aff Pi (i = I, 2) then conv(P, u P,) is called the direct sum 
of P, and P, and is denoted by P, @ P, . We have 
where summation is over all subscripts such 
q-+s-j-1. In 
incidence numbers 
‘be i~lc~de~ce numbers of the ~-d~l~e~~s~ona~ cross polytopc Xi” can be 
~~~~~i~~~ from those of the cube by the ~d~~~t~t~~s 
e,j(X"') -; Sl, -,~~1 ,lj ,--l(~“jr 
d,,~,X”j c,,-,- 1 ,i‘-, 1(Pq 
In particL~iar, f,(A?) = 2i+1(&). 
For II = 3 and 4, ~~~rne~i~~l values are given in Tables I and TT. 
(iv) Tables, In a~aitio~~ to the notation already introduced we shall 
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C(t), T(t), X(t)> A(t) for the t~rec-dill~e~siona~ prism, pyramid, bipyra- 
mid and antiprism whose base is a t-gon, respectively; I for the (three- 
dimensional) icosahedron; C(s, n) for the n-dimensional cyclic polytope 
with s vertices (so, for example, 6(6,4) -= T2 ($I P); A(t)+ 27’(t) for the 
antiprism A(t) to whose l-faces two ~-pyramids have been adjoined (so 
I-:= A(5) + 2T(5)); T3 -~I- ~7”” for the stack polytope consisting of a 
tetrahedron to I’ of whose &faces further tetrahedra have been adjoined 
(0 < r -( 4). 
(v) Linem relations between incideme mrnbers for small values qf n. 
r(2; t): 4c,, - 7c,, -I- 3c,, = 0; 
.l-y3; t): -cl3 + 2c,, - 4c,, -j- 2c,, = 0, 
5c,, -- I lc,, t cga + $3 - 2c,, = 0; 
1y4; t): 4c,, -- 7c,, $- cc,, - - 8c,, -I- 3c,, --- 3c,, -1 3c,, ==: 0. 
Cl3 -~- 6c14 -I- Jc,, --. 2c,, -( 2c,, := 0, 
L9c,, - 2c,, - 5c,, + 2c,, + 3c,, - 5c,, = 0. 
These equations for T(M; r) involve only the incidence numbers cij 
for which i, j > 0. To obtain 17 +- 1 additional equtions involving the 
~~~~rnhe~s coi we c~im~~ale the numbers~~ from (12) and (19) to obtain 
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TABLF 
T(W)) -W(t)) T(W) X(C(f>) xctpoj”i 
2+ t 3+ t 1-k 2t 2+ 2t 2+ 2t 
1+ 3t 2+ 4f 5t 7t at 
1+ 3t 1+ 51 2+ 4t 2-t 7t 2+ lot 
2+ t 2-l- 2t 3+ t 4-t 2t 4+ 4t 
2-k t 
2$ 6t 
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I + 17t + 2t2 
18t f 4P 
2 + lot + 2t2 
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2 + 7t + 3tz 
3+ t 1+ 2t 2+ 2t 2+ 2t 
4-k 8t 10t 14t 16t 
16t 1% 24t 3% 
2 -I- lot 2+ 9f 4 + 14t 4 + 20t 
4 + 29t t- 3t2 271 + 4tZ 43t + 8t* 64t $-Sf 
39t + 7t2 33t +- 6t2 66t + 121% 112t: Ii 
2 -I- 22t + 4t2 21t + 2P 44t + 4te +i 72t -p % 
1 + 36t + 15t2 2 + 31t + 9t2 2 + 8% + 18t* 2 + 1701-t 32, 
2 + 18t f St2 4 + 17t + 3tz 4 + 50t + 6ta 4 -+ 1Odt + lh 
4+ 4t+ t2 4 + 8t + 4t2 9 + 6t f t2 12 + 22t + 2t2 12 + 52t f 8r’ 
, .I 
2 + 3t + t2 6+ 5t+ t2 2t f 4t2 2 $ 6t + 4t2 2+ 6t+mc@ 
t -I- 3t2 2 + 6t + 4tZ -5t + lot2 14t2 \I.@ 
2 - 3t + 3tz 3 + 5t2 2 - 7t + 8tZ 4 - 6t + 14P 4- 8t+T2 
2 - 2t + t2 4 - 2t + 2t2 1 - 2t + 2tz 4 - 2t + 4ra 4 - 4t + 8t. 
* 
-1lt + 7ta -13t + 13t2 -27t + 21P -43t + 41t2 -64t + p6t 
1 - 12t + St2 2 - 2% + 13t* -23t + 14t* -52t + 37P -96t + k3 
-3t + ts 2 - lot i- 4tZ -6t -I- 3t2 -16t + 10P -4ot + 241 
-6t + 2t2 -26t + 10tZ 2 - 15t + 7t2 2 - 57f + 31t2 2 - 130t $ 6& 
0 -6t + 2t= 2 - 3t + t2 4 - 18t -I- 8t2 4- 52t+P.’ 
0 0 0 4 - 6t + 2tZ 4 - 20t + Lv 
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-@heres (Boundaries of 4-polytopes) 
- 
36’7 
5 8 12 9 16 6 
to 16 24 18 32 14 
10 14 19 15 24 16 
5 6 7 6 8 8 
5 8 12 9 16 6 
20 32 48 36 64 28 
30 48 72 54 96 48 
20 32 48 36 64 32 
70 112 168 126 224 118 
90 144 216 162 288 180 
50 80 120 90 160 104 
100 158 235 137 312 244 
55 76 110 84 144 12% 
25 34 45 36 56 64. 
20 S6 132 72 240 30 30 56 182 42 56 
30 96 240 126 448 56 60 144 648 105 168 
20 64 156 81 288 48 54 160 880 112 2OQ 
5 16 36 18 64 le; 18 64 400 42 80 
30 144 408 198 800 78 90 312 2094 210 420 
IO 80 240 108 4% 44 54 2%8 zsso 168 400 
0 I6 48 18 96 8 9 96 3080 4,2 120 
0 38 126 48 264 12 fP 2%. 2900 98 312 
0 8 23 6 4% 0 0 64. 1120 14 72 
0 2 4. 0 8 0 0 16 400 0 12 
6 8 14 
1.5 24 54 
18 32 80 
9 14 40 
6 8 14 
30 48 108 
54 96 240 
36 64 160 
135 264 822 
216 480 1740 
126 288 1080 
306 800 3.500 
162 44% 2080 
81 240 1200 
7 
21 
28 
14 
8 
28 
40 
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7 8 
42 48 
84 120 
56 80 
231 364 
420 720 
252 440 
686 1288 
378 728 
196 388 
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